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American journal, we observe, séems to think that such an
Act is ultra vires of the Canadian Parliament, on the

ground, we presume, that only British law or treaty can
refuse a refugee the right of asyluni on British soil But

as Mr. Weldon is an expert in both Canadian# and inter-

national law, it iR to be presumed that he has carefully

studied the legal and constitutional aspects of the question.

T~ HE promoters of the Imperial Federation project cer-

ttainly attest their sincerity and faith by the persistent

energy with which they are striving to fasten their great
idea upon the public mi. The eloquence and enthusiasmn
of such advocates as Mr. Parkin can scarcely fail to pro-

duce a powerful, if not permanent impression. As is, we

dare say, necessary and proper, these platform efforts aim

rather to stimulate the popular imagination and loyalty to

British institutions and ideals than to tbrow light upon the

hard practical questons that lie tbickly beneath the surface

of the grand scheme, ready to emerge and rear their for-

midable fronts the moment the discussion comes down to
earth, quitting the regions of poetic fancy for those of

practical statesmanship. This reference to the absence of
definite outîjues and tangible proposals is Bo common that

one shrinks from repeatiuig it, yet repetition does not
weaken the force of an objection so long as that objection

remains unanswered. That it does as yet remain without

an answer is not only obvions to all who have followed the
history of the movement, but is tacitly or openly admitted

in the elaborate arguments brouglit forward by the

advocates of the idea, to show why the definitenees of a

distinct suheme is for the present both impossible and

undesirable.____

P ERHAPS the most direct attempt that has yet been
made in Canada to grapple fairly with the standing

charge that the Imperial Federation League bas not yet

corne down fromn the clouds into the realm of thuîîgs practical
and practicable is that containeçl in a letter to The Globe
by Mr. A. J. Cattanach, President of the Toronto flranoh

of the League. Mr. Cattanach's statement of the diffilcul-

ties in the way of formulating such a definite scheme as je

demancded is strikingly frank. "lGreat Britain," lie eaye,

"b as her own peculiar interests, and the interests of the

diffarent Colonies and dependencies are as various as these

are numerotis. The interests of Canada differ from those

of Australia; and those of the African Colonies from bothu

of them." This brief summary of the case seeme, in itself,

formidable enough to beget despair in any mind not under

the influence of a very sanguine temperament. Mr. Cat-

tanach gives it, however, inerely to show the folly of

expecting that any one section of the Empire could pro-

Pound a echeme which would meet universal acceptance.
What is eseential, he thinke, is that there ehould bc some

definite end in view. That end is union ; discussion the

means by which it is to be reached. Discussion, "lwith a

view to arriving at the best conclusion, with the aid of

public opinion," was laid down as the main object of the

League at the London Conference in 1884. But is "lthe

proposal to form a union of aIl the members of the British
Empire for purposes of mutual benefit and defence," a

sufficiently definite object to make discussion fruitful or

hopeful I ls it not rather discouraging that, after nearly

five years of discussion, neither the central body nor any

branch of the League bas evon tentatively outlined a single

feature of the scheme in such shape that it could be
brought before other branches, or the public, for serious

criticism ? Mr. Cattanacb admits tbat Canada has reached

a critical point and muet soon Ilaccept the responsibilitieis

of a nation." Can she then aflord to wait for the fruition

of a prolect which takes root s0 slowly I

TRLE other questions in connection with Imperial Feder-Tation, suggested by Mr. Cattanach's letter, are too
many to be stated, much lese discussed, in a paragraph.

To one or two, which we do not remember to have seen

dealt with elsewhere, we may juest refer. What would be

the real statue of the outlying members, or, let us eay

for the sake of deflniteness, of Canada, in such a feder-

ation î The word "lfederation " suggests a compact

entered into by two or more parties on equal terme. Is

there not confusion, if not contradiction, in the notion

of a federation between a great Empire and one or more

t


